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Abstract: Within the military acquisition process, there is disconnect between technology being created and the soldier who 

uses it. All too often, the Army acquires equipment that in theory meets all requirements to solve some capability gap; however, 

the equipment may not work well for the soldier, or may lack the primary necessities required to complete the mission. Early 

Synthetic Prototyping (ESP) is an Army Capabilities Integration Center (ARCIC) project which attempts to bridge this gap 

between the soldier and Army acquisitions in order to create more effective solutions for future capability gaps. This is 

accomplished by crowdsourcing solutions using simulation in a video game environment. Crowdsourcing allows for a much 

greater number of contributors outside of the handful of developers who would normally generate ideas for solutions.  While 

there are multiple on-going research projects which pertain to various aspects of ESP, this research utilizes systems engineering 

methods to design concepts for three key aspects of the system: authoring (the tools users have to illustrate prototypes and 

scenarios) , online community (mechanism for keeping users engaged and interconnected), and game play (how users 

experience the game). Ultimately, ESP will not be merely a videogame, but a landscape for soldiers, leaders, and developers 

alike to interact in one community, promoting communication, innovation, and personal investment in the future of the Army. 
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1. Introduction

Early Synthetic Prototyping (ESP) is an attempt to bridge the gap between soldiers and the Army acquisition process, 
responsible for developing future material and non-material solutions for the Army. This gap is a result of a long feedback loop 
between solution developers and users. ESP provides a mechanism to shorten this feedback loop by providing a video game 
platform where thousands of hours of game play can be analyzed to develop material and non-material solutions. ESP allows 
for players to design prototypes and pit their designs against one another in various problem based scenarios; possible solutions 
to these problems are found by collecting data from multiple interactions of game play. The ESP system includes this video 
game platform along with various support elements that help to collect data and maintain a user base. This provides soldiers, 
leaders, and developers a way to interact and gain essential feedback on possible solutions to problems that the Army is 

attempting to resolve (Vogt 2014). ESP has evolved in that not only should it provide a means of reciprocal communication 

between Army leaders, soldiers, and developers, but also utilize an effective authoring tool to design material prototypes. 
Furthermore, it will use simulations to test prototypes and help identify necessary revisions earlier in the design phase where it 
costs less to make adjustments. The purpose of this project is to develop concept designs for three major elements of ESP to 
include: authoring, online community, and game play. 

2. Overview

The process used to identify challenges and solutions for the future Army is the Capabilities Based Assessment Process 

(CBA) where capability gaps are identified based on feedback from the operational Army.  The solution may be material, such 

as a new tank or weapon, or a non-material solution such as a doctrinal change. If a material solution is identified, an initial 
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